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An Italian story
1947 – Selle SMP is founded - 1970 – Annual production of 1,000,000 seats - 

1981 – Transfer to new headquarters in Casalserugo - 1990 – Annual production

of 3,000,000 seats - 1995 – Internal testing laboratory is created, over 5,000,000 seats 

produced ...



Post World War II, the golden years of the bicycle. An entire country moved around 
on two wheels, and two champions, Coppi and Bartali, challenged each other on the 
roads of the Giro and the Tour. These were the years before the economic boom; the 
motorization of Italy was still yet to come. 
A young craftsman, Martino Schiavon, produced bicycle seats in an attic in the historical 
center of Padua. This was the beginning of the story of Selle SMP, an Italian story 
based on age-old values such as tenaciousness, spirit of initiative, courage, and the desire 
to embark on a new enterprise, counting on the strength of one’s own ideas.

Over the years the company grew and developed until becoming one 

of the main producers worldwide in terms of innovative capacity and 

number of products sold. Then, at the beginning of the 2000’s, the 

sector was hit by a serious crisis caused by formidable competition 

from Asian producers.

The only company on the panorama of national producers, Selle SMP 

decided to face the global market diffi  culties without taking the route 

of delocalization in countries with low labor costs. 

The Schiavon family, convinced that the local production network 

must not lose experience and know how gained over many years of 

impassioned work and sacrifi ces, has kept production and employment 

in the Veneto region, opting to compete in the fi eld of innovation and 

quality.  



In 2004, following long and in-depth anthropometric and ergonomic studies, Pro, the fi rst creation in the 4BIKE series, was born. Selle SMP became a 

pioneer of a diff erent and absolutely innovative concept of the bicycle seat.

On July 21, 2006, 60 years after that day in 1947 when he started up his business, Martino passed away. Over the years the “helm” of the company was 

taken over by his sons Franco and Maurizio, but up to the day he died Martino was the President and continued to show up for work every day.

Today Selle SMP is the leader in the sector of high-range ergonomic seats. Sixty years have gone by, but each individual seat is still entirely produced in 

the Veneto, with the same passion and craftsmanlike care as when production was in a tiny attic.

If up to a few years ago the focus of the company was the fi rst system, supplying the main world bicycle producers, intensive research and 

development over the years has led to a substantial modifi cation in the positioning of Selle SMP in the market, enabling it to off er high, middle and 

low range products.

... 2000 – First company in the sector with a certifi ed quality system - 2004 – The 4bike revolution is born with the PRO model - 2005 - Composit, Evolution, Stratos... - 2006 – Thanks 

Martino! - 2007 – The carbon era - 2010 –The fi rst Giro d’Italia



Today Selle SMP is a production company with various locations. The headquarters in Casalserugo house, apart 

from the administration and commercial offi  ces, the most important production, while smaller sites carry out 

niche production.

The company turnover is 25% for the Italian market and 75% for foreign markets.

Putting the extensive and tested company know how to use in the fi eld of technologies for plastic injection 

molding and integral polyurethane foaming machines (PU), Selle SMP fully complies with environmental 

protection standards, using clean raw materials and working according to legislation in force on the subject.

Selle SMP products are also tested in compliance with the main national and international standards regarding 

safety requirements for bicycles and therefore seats.

Selle SMP, through a specially set up task force, now follows the most important cycling events in order to directly 

off er cyclists the possibility to try the innovative characteristics of its production.

S E L L E  S M P  T O D A Y

Italy 25%

Abroad 75%



Computer Aided Design Building models and prototypes Co

Italy is the cradle of creativity. Its artisan tradition and style are known and 

admired throughout the world, so much so that the Made in Italy mark 

has always constituted sought-after added value. An Italian product can 

immediately be recognized for the attention to details and the aesthetic 

values it expresses.

1 0 0 %  M A D E  I N  I T A L Y



Covering Covering and coating

In the wake of this great tradition, since 1947 Selle SMP has been creating 100% Made in Italy products, exclusively collaborating with Italian 

companies and craftsmen in order to off er its clients a high tech and design product. Selle SMP boasts over fi fty original patents deposited 

worldwide.



Trimming and cutting excess carbon fi ber Final assembly A

We conceive them in Italy, We create   t

The rigorous selection of high-quality components and materials and the processing guided by criteria such as total quality enable us to 

produce and off er clients a vast range of seats for all types of use. Products we are proud of. Products 100 % Made in Italy with a certifi ed 

system.



Application of ornamental details  Final control of each piece

e   them in Italy, We sell them worldwide



1 9 9 5 – 2 0 1 0 ,  1 5  Y E A R S  O F  C E R T I F I E

1995
NFR 12450 – DIN 255 
Selle SMP certifi es the quality of all its seat models.

In 1995 there were still no Italian or European quality standards for bicycle seats: producers were not obliged to guarantee minimum safety protections. 

Selle SMP, in order to assure its users quality and safety, used the only standards available as a reference: those adopted in France and Germany. All models 

are tested and certifi ed by an external laboratory according to French and German standards. 

2000
UNI EN ISO 9002:1994 
Selle SMP is the fi rst European producer to have a certifi ed quality system.

Quality is the main inspiration of Selle SMP. In 1998 the company wanted to consolidate its specifi city and decided to structure its business according 

to the canons of total quality: the quality of the organization, productive processes, materials used, and controls on fi nished products. Thanks to this 

innovative turning point, Selle SMP is able to guarantee compliance with the highest quality standards in all operational and production phases. The 

progress made by Selle SMP was sealed in April 2000 when it obtained ISO 9002:1994 certifi cation; for several years it was the only certifi ed European 

producer.

2006
UNI EN ISO 9001:2000
Even creativity and innovation are implemented with certifi ed quality.

The road to complete growth for Selle SMP led to reaching, after creating the SMP4BIKE patents, another important goal tied to certifi cation in the 

planning phase: in July 2006 Selle SMP obtained ISO 9001:2000 certifi cation. The new certifi cation attests how Selle SMP applies the principles of quality to 

the entire production process: from planning to the fi nished product, guaranteeing a standard of production excellence.

2006
UNI EN 14764 – 65 – 66 – 81
All Selle SMP products respect the new safety standards. 

Finally Europe and Italy have adopted harmonized standards on the safety of bicycles and their components. For years Selle SMP had already guaranteed a 

very high quality standard for all its products and all the models are already perfectly in line with the requisites of the new standards.  



I E D  Q U A L I T Y

2009
ISO 9001:2008

Selle SMP is the only producer in the world that 

can boast being certifi ed for the

“DESIGN AND PRODUCTION OF BICYCLE 
SEATS ENTIRELY MADE IN ITALY”

The latest goal was reached in July 2009: Selle 

SMP is the fi rst producer of seats in Italy to obtain 

ISO 9001:2008 certifi cation and the only one 

in the world that can boast having ISO 9001 

certifi cation for the “Design and production of 

bicycle seats entirely made in Italy”

SELLE SMP S.A.S. DI MAURIZIO SCHIAVON
VIA EINSTEIN, 5 35020 CASALSERUGO (PD) ITALIA

VIA EINSTEIN, 5 35020 CASALSERUGO (PD) ITALIA

ISO 9001:2008

CISQ/RINA

for the following field of activities

in the following operative units

has implemented and maintains a

DESIGN AND PRODUCTION OF BICYCLE SADDLES FULLY MADE IN ITALY; PRODUCTION OF THERMOPLASTIC AND POLYURETHANE
COMPONENTS BY INJECTION MACHINES AND FLOW CAROUSELS.

Quality Management System
which fulfills the requirements of the following standard

First Issue : Current Issue : 2006-07-07 2009-06-11

IT-51029

IQNet and its partner

hereby certify that the organisation

Registration Number:

EA:22A 
EA:14

14856/06/S
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PROGETTAZIONE E PRODUZIONE DI SELLE PER BICICLETTA INTEGRALMENTE REALIZZATE IN ITALIA;
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R E S E A R C H



Our seats are unique products for their ergonomy, construction quality, 

technical performance, respect for environmental standards, and respect 

for product safety standards. All these achievements are the fruit of 

constant investments in research and development, with a large boost 

starting in the 1990’s.

Since 2004 Selle SMP has extended its fame and increased the value 

of its name by successfully introducing the SMP4BIKE seat models on 

the market, fruit of countless studies and patents deposited worldwide, 

strongly innovative from the aesthetic and ergonomic points of view, 

able to entirely respect the anatomy of the human body and born from 

thorough research on the body-seat interactions of cyclists during all 

the phases of cycling. ‘Designed on your body ‘ is the slogan coined to 

synthesize the values and innovative contents of this very high range 

production. Since the introduction of the ergonomic seat, available 

in versions that cover the range of uses from city bikes to professional 

carbon bikes, it has been hugely successful, with direct testimonies from 

users, professionals and amateurs alike.

Apart from the study of ergonomic aspects, research focuses on 

materials, extensively introducing the use of carbon in order to join 

elastomechanic performance with lightness, and on the chemical 

characteristics of raw materials in order to assure compliance with 

increasingly stricter European standards.

C H  A N D  I N N O V A T I O N



Easily getting around the city, taking a relaxing ride in the country. Facing rough, off -road trails immersed in nature, or participating in true racing 

competitions. The formula is easy, take the bike and pedal. Alone or with others, keeping a fast pace or reducing speed, in the traffi  c on city streets or in the 

silence of mountain dirt roads. On roads lined with spectators and fans, or with other cycling lovers like us: the bicycle is a fl exible and adaptable means, it 

goes slow or fast, depending on the will and ability of the person pedaling.

And in any case, apart from physical eff ort, it is a means that requires attention and caution, because it stresses our body, in particular in certain areas, more 

than we think and can cause consequences we need to have more information and awareness about. In this article we would like to discuss them and off er 

you some effi  cacious solutions.

According to research that reviewed sixty-two pertinent medical articles on bicycling and genitourinary disorders, the following emerged as the most 

frequent problems and pathologies tied to bicycle seats, in particular:

• Numbness in the perineum due to the reduction in blood supply caused by the prolonged compression of the local circulatory ducts.

• Chronic perineum pain, reported by between 50% and 91% of the cyclists surveyed, associated with genital-perineum desensitization (and consequent 

moderate to severe erectile dysfunction) in 13% - 24 % of the cases. The infl uential variables to be considered as regards these disorders and their 

manifestation in more or less severe forms are age (especially over 50 years), body weight, cycling history (at least 10 years) and the frequency of training 

(more than 3 hours per week, equivalent to more than 60 km per week). 

Research has also revealed a series of other disorders and pathologies, though less frequent, which can manifest in cyclists, therefore those who use a seat.

They include:

priapism, penile thrombosis, infertility, hematuria, torsion of spermatic cord, prostatitis, perineal nodular induration, increase in serum PSA level, premature or 

late ejaculation, anorgasmia in women, urinary retention, and, in men, acute prostatitis.

M E D I C A L  R E S E A R C H

Pressure on the perineum leads to compressing the neuro-vascular
structures and possible consequences for erectile function.
The geometry of the bicycle seat can decisively infl uence the reduction of 
compression and is therefore a fundamental parameter to consider and evaluate 
when choosing a seat. SELLE SMP is an innovative and decisive solution,
boasting its own international patents, destined for all cyclists, men and
women alike, amateur or professional.



The following analyzes them one by one, with possible causes.

PRIAPISM: caused by high or irregular blood fl ow to cavernous bodies of the penis and consists of a painful and prolonged erection. It 

results from vascular trauma and causes the formation of arterial-venous fi stula.

INFERTILITY: prolonged and intense exercise causes an increase in scrotal temperature, which damages spermatozoa formation and 

modifi es the hormonal balance of the hypothalamic-pituitary-testicular axis.

HORMONAL EFFECTS FROM STRENUOUS CYCLING: several studies have reported how psychological-physical stress in cyclists can 

generally lead to important changes in hormonal balance and a decrease in testosterone and cortisone levels.

SERUM PSA LEVEL: numerous studies have also shown the increase in serum PSA concentrations after cycling, probably caused by 

pressure of the seat on the perineum and prostrate. Cyclists with prostrate tumors and those with abnormal serum PSA values (especially if 

over 50 years of age) should be informed of this potential eff ect of cycling. 

TESTIS CANCER: many researchers have found a signifi cant increase in risk of testicular seminoma in cyclists (probably connected to 

repeated and frequent scrotal traumas); instead, on this subject other researchers prefer to highlight how exercise is a protective factor 

against testicular cancer and may counterbalance incidence in cyclists.

PERINEAL LESIONS: constant and prolonged contact between the seat and the perineum can cause diff erent types of lesions, including 

calluses, ulcerations, skin irritation, furuncles and folliculitis.

The most characteristic perineal nodular lesion from cycling is the “biker’s nodule” or “third testicle”. This nodule is usually characterized by an 

elastic-callous formation, a few centimeters long, covered by normal skin. Surgical removal is usually the primary treatment.

HEMATURIA: hematuria from sports activity, even originating from trauma (repeated impact on the bladder and kidneys), is directly 

correlated with the duration of exercise.

TORSION OF SPERMATIC CORD: the correlation between this disorder and cycling is still controversial and a subject of debate; the cause 

of torsion could be tied to twisting the testis when pedaling, accompanied by an accentuated contraction of the cremasters. 

From the anatomical point of view, the nerve and vascular structures compressed by 
the seat during cycling are the same in men and women. Therefore, women also report 
disorders and functional anomalies tied to cycling. The most frequent and main ones 
are anorgasmia, ulcerations and lymphedema of the vulva, diffi cult urination, chronic 
perineal pain, and hematuria.  



The front part, characterized by 

the original nose shaped like an 

eagle beak, avoids compressing 

the genitalia and constitutes a 

good resting base during the 
characteristic push action on 

the pedals.

The bicycle seat is 
divided between the rear 

and the lower part of the 

pelvic bone (the ischial 

tuberosities).

carbon railcarbon rail
IThe new “carbon rail” frame, available for composit, forma, evolution, 

dynamic, stratos, glider, Lite209, avant, and pro models, as well as all 

the Lady versions, is made of unidirectional carbon fi ber.

This permits not only considerable savings in weight compared to an 

Aisi 304 stainless steel frame, but it also off ers greater performance 

joined with optimal comfort thanks to the enormous elasticity and 

fl exibility of the composite material with a high vibration absorption 

level. 

designed on  



The pelvic viscera are housed in the 

central channel of the seat, with a width 

up to 5 cm, and do not undergo any 

compression, permitting complete 
and constant natural blood fl ow.

The width of the central 

channel permits optimal 
aeration of the genitalia 

normally in contact with 

the seat.

There is a dip in the 

back part of the seat 

that prevents the coccyx 

from touching the seat, 

avoiding repercussions 
caused by rough terrain. 

 your body!



full carbonfull carbon
“Top” design seat and a 100% carbon structure. Winner of the Product Design Award 2006.

The Full Carbon model is the top of the SMP4BIKE range and it is intended for cyclists looking for the lightest 

weight possible. 

The patented features by Selle SMP such as the completely free central channel, the original 

eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give these models an interesting aerodynamic 

touch. Suited for thin people with narrow pelvises.

Technical data
Weight: 105 g

DimensionS: 263 x 129 mm

Padding: Absent

Body: Carbon fi ber 

Frame: carbon fi ber

Recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes



Carbon Fiber

Recommended for sizes: XS - S - M



full carbon Litefull carbon Lite
“Top” design seat and a 100% carbon structure. 

The Full Carbon Lite model has been designed for cyclists who want a lightweight and more comfortable 

seat compared to the more narrow versions of the Carbon line. The patented features by Selle SMP such as 

the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give these models an 

interesting aerodynamic touch. Our motto “designed on your body” effi  caciously expresses the characteristics 

of the seat. Indicated for people with a medium-wide pelvis.

Technical data
Weight: 119 g

Dimensions: 273 x 135 mm

Padding: absent

Body: carbon fi ber 

Frame: carbon fi ber

Recommended for Road and Mountain 

Bikes



Carbon Fiber

Recommended for sizes:  M - L - XL



carbon / carbon colorcarbon / carbon color
“Top” design, carbon structure and stainless steel frame.

The Carbon and Carbon Color models are indicated for cyclists looking for comfort and the lightweight of 

carbon at an interesting price. A wide assortment of colors can be combined with the aesthetic and 

stylistic canons of frames for the evolved bicycles. The patented features by Selle SMP such as 

the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised rear 

give these models an interesting aerodynamic touch. Suited for thin people 

with narrow pelvises. 

Technical data
Weight: 165 g

Dimensions: 263 x 129 mm

Padding: absent

Body: carbon fi ber

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes



Carbon Fiber

Recommended for sizes: XS - S - M

silver black blue yellow whitered



carbon Lite / carbon Lite whitecarbon Lite / carbon Lite white
Seat with sophisticated design, carbon structure and stainless steel frame.

The Carbon Lite model has been designed for cyclists looking for greater seat comfort compared to the narrower version of Carbon models. 

The patented features by Selle SMP such as the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give these 

models an interesting aerodynamic touch. Our motto “designed on your body” effi  caciously expresses the characteristics of the seat. 

Indicated for people with a medium-wide pelvis.

Technical data
Weight: 175 g

Dimensions: 273 x 135 mm

Padding: absent

Body: carbon fi ber

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Recommended for Road and 

Mountain Bikes



Carbon Fiber

Recommended for sizes:  M - L - XL



compositcomposit
Composit has the same structure and design as the Carbon models. The body in elastomerized Nylon 12 fi lled 

with carbon fi ber is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica microfi bre in the colored ones.

This model is not padded, therefore Composit is particularly suited for cyclists used to pedaling on rigid and 

narrow seats. The patented features by Selle SMP such as the completely free central channel, the original 

eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give these models an interesting aerodynamic touch. Suited for thin 

people with narrow pelvises.

Technical data
Weight: 200 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 150 g

Dimensions: 263 x 129 mm

Padding: absent

Body: elastomerized Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather for the black version and Lorica microfi bre for 

the colored ones

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and Lady version

Recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

CARBON RAIL



Recommended for sizes:  XS - S - M

Covered without padding

Lady

black yellow green IT red bluewhite green



formaforma
Forma has the same structure and design as the Carbon lite model. The body in elastomerized Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber is covered 

in real leather in the black versions and Lorica microfi bre in the colored ones.

This model is not padded, therefore Forma is particularly suited for cyclists used to pedaling on rigid seats with an 

average width. The Forma model has been designed for cyclists who are looking for greater seat comfort compared 

to that guaranteed by the narrower Composit version. The patented features by Selle SMP such as the 

completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised rear make these 

models additionally streamlined. “Designed on your body”, 

the advertising slogan for the seat, defi nes it best. 

Indicated for people with a medium-wide pelvis.

Technical data
Weight: 230 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 170 g

Dimensions: 273 x 137 mm

Padding: absent

Body: elastomerized Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering:  Real leather for the black version and Lorica microfi bre for the colored ones

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and Lady version

Recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

CARBON RAIL



Recommended for sizes:  M - L - XL

Covered without padding

Lady

black yellow green IT red bluewhite green



ChronoChrono
Chrono, the seat also ideal for junior racers. It is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica microfi ber in the 

colored versions. This model does not have padding. The patented features by Selle SMP, such as the completely 

free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give these models an interesting 

aerodynamic touch. Suited for thin people with narrow pelvises and junior.

Technical data
Weight: 199 g

Dimensions: 250 x 124 mm

Padding: absent

Body: Polypropylene copolymer

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre

in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes



Recommended for sizes:  XS - S - M and JUNIOR 8 ÷ 14 years of age

Covered without padding

black yellow green IT red bluewhite green



evolutionevolution
The EVOLUTION model is the ideal seat for both races and cycling in your free time. It uses the structure of the Composit model 

joined with minimal padding. It is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica microfi ber in the colored 

versions.

It has excellent “all-around” features and is particularly suited for the average pelvis. The EVOLUTION 

model has foamed elastomer padding where the ischial tuberosities and rear 

rest. The patented features by Selle SMP such as the 

completely free central channel, the original eagle-

beak nose and the raised rear give these models an 

interesting aerodynamic touch. In virtue of its very 

small padding it is particularly suited for thin people 

with narrow pelvises.

Technical data
Weight: 230 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 180 g

Dimensions: 266 x 129 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre

in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and the Lady version

Recommended for Road and Mountain bikes

CARBON RAIL



Recommended for sizes:   XS - S - M

Covered padded

Lady

black yellow green IT red bluewhite green



dynamicdynamic
The DYNAMIC model is the ideal seat for intensive training or free time cycling. It uses the structure of the Forma 

model joined with minimal padding. It is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica microfi ber in the 

colored versions.

It has excellent “all-around” features and is particularly suited for the medium-wide pelvis. The DYNAMIC 

model has foamed elastomer padding where the ischial tuberosities and rear rest. The patented features by 

Selle SMP such as the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised 

rear give these models an interesting aerodynamic touch. In 

virtue of its very small padding it is particularly suited 

for thin people with medium-wide pelvises.

Technical data
Weight: 260 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 205 g

Dimensions: 274 x 138 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre

in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and Lady version

Recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

CARBON RAIL



Recommended for sizes:  M - L - XL

Covered padded

Lady

black yellow green IT red bluewhite green



stratosstratos
The Stratos model is the ideal seat for both intensive training and free time cycling. It uses the structure of the 

Composit model joined with average padding. It is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica microfi ber 

in the colored versions.

It has excellent “all-around” features and is particularly suited for the average pelvis. The STRATOS model has 

foamed elastomer padding where the ischial tuberosities and rear rest. The patented features 

by Selle SMP such as the completely free central channel, the 

original eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give these 

models an interesting aerodynamic touch. In virtue of 

the combination of light yet comfortable padding with 

a body of smaller width, Stratos is the ideal solution 

between the Evolution and Glider models. Suited for 

people with a narrow or medium-sized pelvis.

Technical data
Weight: 250 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 200 g

Dimensions: 266 x 131 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and Lady version

Recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

CARBON RAIL



Recommended for sizes:  XS - S - M - L

Covered padded

Lady

black yellow green IT red bluewhite green



gliderglider
The Glider model is the ideal seat for both intensive training and free time cycling. It uses the structure of 

the Composit model joined with comfortable padding. It is covered in real leather in the black versions and 

Lorica microfi ber in the colored versions.

It has excellent “all-around” features and is particularly suited for the average pelvis. The GLIDER model has 

foamed elastomer padding where the ischial tuberosities and rear rest. The patented features by 

Selle SMP such as the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose 

and the raised rear give these models an interesting 

aerodynamic touch. In virtue of its comfortable 

padding, it is particularly suited for people with a 

medium-large sized pelvis and it is indicated for 

women cyclists. 

Technical data
Weight: 260 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 210 g

Dimensions: 266 x 136 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and Lady version

Recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

CARBON RAIL



Consigliata per le taglie:  M - L - XL

Covered padded

Lady

black yellow green IT red bluewhite green



Lite209Lite209
Lite 209 is the ideal seat for intensive training or free time cycling. It uses the structure of the Forma model 

joined with comfortable padding. It is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica microfi ber in the 

colored versions.

It has excellent “all-around” features and is particularly suited for the average-sized pelvis. The patented 

features by Selle SMP such as the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the 

raised rear give these models an interesting aerodynamic touch. 

The Lite 209 model is particularly suited for all those who 

want the maximum comfort of a seat with average width, 

and it is particularly ideal for people with a medium-wide 

pelvis.

Technical data
Weight: 310 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 260 g

Dimensions: 273 x 139 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and Lady version

Recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

CARBON RAIL



Recommended for sizes:   M - L - XL

Covered padded

Lady

black yellow green IT red bluewhite green



avantavant
Avant uses a wider body than the other SMP4BIKE models. The extremely comfortable padding guarantees 

maximum comfort. It is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica microfi ber in the colored 

versions.

AVANT is slightly shorter and is equipped with a rather wide body. It is an excellent seat 

for all those who want comfort. The patented features by Selle 

SMP such as the completely free central channel, the original 

eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give these models an 

interesting aerodynamic touch. It is also recommended for 

trekking bicycles. Suited for people with medium-wide and 

wide pelvises, also indicated for women cyclists.

Technical data
Weight: 335 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 285 g

Dimensions: 269 x 154 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre

in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and Lady version 

Recommended for Road, Mountain and Trekking Bikes

CARBON RAIL



Recommended for sizes:  L - XL - XXL

Covered padded

Lady

black yellow green IT red bluewhite green



propro
Pro is the fi rst seat in the SMP4BIKE range and uses a longer and wider body than the other models in the 

same range. The comfortable padding guarantees good comfort. It is covered in real leather in the black 

versions and Lorica microfi ber in the colored versions.

PRO is the most narrow version of this series of models. The patented features by Selle SMP such 

as the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised 

rear give these models an interesting aerodynamic touch. It is well-

padded and suited for people with medium-wide and 

wide pelvises.

Technical data
Weight: 315 g

Weight Carbon Rail version - CRB: 265 g

Dimensions: 278 x 148 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre in the

colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Frame in carbon fi ber (Carbon Rail - CRB) and Lady version

Recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes

CARBON RAIL



Recommended for sizes:  L - XL - XXL

Covered padded

Lady

black yellow green IT red bluewhite green



plusplus
Plus uses the same body as the Pro model, the much thicker padding guarantees maximum comfort. It is 

covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica microfi ber in the colored versions.

PLUS is generously padded, also recommended for trekking bicycles. The patented features by Selle SMP 

such as the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give these 

models an interesting aerodynamic touch. Suited for people with medium-wide and wide pelvises.

Technical data
Weight: 360 g

Dimensions: 279 x 159 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: Real leather in the black version and 

Lorica microfi bre in the colored versions

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Optional: Lady 

Recommended for Road, Mountain and Trekking Bikes



Recommended for sizes:  L - XL - XXL

Covered padded

Lady

black yellow green IT red bluewhite green



Lite JuniorLite Junior
Lite Junior is the ideal seat for both intensive training and free time cycling for juniors. The comfortable 

padding guarantees maximum comfort. It is covered in real leather in the black versions and Lorica microfi ber 

in the colored versions.

Designed to off er the benefi ts of the SMP4BIKE series to all the juniors approaching the world of 

cycling. The patented features by Selle SMP such as the completely 

free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the 

raised rear give these models an interesting aerodynamic 

touch. It is the younger sister of the Lite 209 and is ideal for 

juniors between 8 – 14 years of age.

Technical data
Weight: 225 g

Dimensions: 234 x 128 mm

Padding: foamed elastomer

Body: Polypropylene copolymer

Covering: Real leather in the black version and Lorica microfi bre

in the colored versions 

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Recommended for Road and Mountain Bikes



Recommended for Juniors 8 ÷ 14 years of age / Mini-athletes

Covered padded

black yellow green IT red bluewhite green



For the majority of cyclists choosing a high performance seat, fi t for their 

personal needs and able to prevent disturbances, is perhaps the most 

complicated passage in defi ning the technical equipment of the bicycle, 

therefore fi nding a compromise is often the norm. Let’s analyze the various 

elements at play and the possible solutions in order to provide the cyclist with 

practical assistance.

The crucial importance of the seat among all bicycle components is due to 

the particular function persistently carried out on a very complex anatomical 

part from the point of view of bones and particularly rich in circulatory vessels. 

Furthermore, the physical-skeletal conformation of the pelvis bone and the 

musculature around it, like every other physical characteristic, is unique and 

specifi c for each individual (not even twins are absolutely identical). Even if 

anthropometric statistical studies have enabled identifying “classes” of pelvic 

width, within them the morphological variability of the various structures is 

quite limited.

Analyzing the pelvis structure and its interaction with the seat surface shows 

that the bone complex involved in sitting is the iliac bone, consisting of 

the ischium, ilium and pubic bones. The lower-back part of the iliac bone is 

characterized by an ischial tuberosity, which, together with the superior ramus 

of the ischium, bears the weight of the body in the normal sitting position.

Let’s take a look at the photos. They illustrate the ideal position of a pelvis on 

the seat: the area where the majority of the cyclist’s weight rests is the ischial 

tuberosities and the superior ramus of the ischium.

The resting surface is therefore a few square centimeters in which there are 

bones, muscles, tendons and cartilage. During a normal bicycle ride these 

organs and structures are subjected to stress from prolonged compression 

and traumas from impact.

Stress from prolonged compression: its extent depends on the shape of 

the seat, how it interacts with the morphology of the pelvis and the type of 

padding it has.

Traumas from impact: impact and danger are directly correlated with the 

absorption capacity of the padding, with the shape of the seat and the way it 

interacts with the pelvis.

Riding on a well-paved fl at road leads the cyclist to constantly sit on the seat 

and a consequent prevalence of compression stress. On the contrary, riding a 

mountain bike on a rough and uneven trail, characterized by frequent sprints 

and technical descents leads to even violent impact and sitting less on the 

seat.

For these reasons Selle SMP recommends more padded saddles for off -road 

cycling (ex. BMX, cross-country, free ride, downhill, all mountain, etc.) and for 

all those specialties that involve jumps and stunts (street, urban, trial, etc.). In 

reality, according to our experts, using a SMP seat with at least light padding 

is in any case always advisable. SMP seats with padding are on average more 

comfortable and better absorb the roughness of the terrain, more eff ectively 

protecting the cyclist from the risk of micro traumas caused by the terrain and 

asphalt, both off  and on road.

Apart from the type of cycling, numerous other factors must be considered 

when choosing the right seat. The athlete’s physical morphology, height, the 

interaxis/width of the ischial tuberosities, age, weight, pelvis conformation, 

which by correlating pants size to weight and height can be defi ned as 

narrow or normal or wide. 

The table provides practical indications on choosing the right seat, taking into 

consideration pants size and omitting the measurement of the interaxis of the 

ischial tuberosities, which in any case must be done by specialized personnel. 

H O W  T O  C H O O S E  A  S E A T



Attention: It is important to know that the table is statistically valid for 75 % of the population and not valid 

for the remaining 25 %. In fact, there are many combinatorial variables of the parameters considered. A person 

can have a quite narrow pelvis, for example size 46-48, but a relatively wide tuberosity axis and therefore the 

normally indicated seat is too narrow; or the opposite can occur: a very tall athlete with size 52-54, but with a 

narrow tuberosity axis, needs a narrow seat. These cases must be evaluated individually and only the assistance 

provided by the cyclist’s sensations permits Selle SMP to fi nd the best solution.

WAIST SIZES JUNIOR XS S M L XL XXL

Man waist cm 44 46 48 50 52 54

Lady waist cm 38 40-42 44 46 48 50

Man waist inch 29 30-31 32-33 34-35 36-37 38-39

Lady 

Lady waist inch
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The front part, characterised by the original eagle’s beak

shape avoids the genitals from being squashed.

In the SMP saddle the
cyclist’s sitting position
is spread out between the

buttocks and the lower part

of the bone of the pelvis (the

ischiatic tuberosities).

The central channel of the saddle prevents the anus, the prostate, the

pudenda veins the deep dorsal vein and artery of the penis, scrotum

and testicles, and the labia majora and minora, and clitoris, not to be 

squashed at all, allowing a continuous
and completely natural blood.

The width of the central channel allows the private parts that are 

normally in contact with the saddle to be ventilated.

The concavity in the lower part that prevents the

coccyx from touching the saddle, thus avoiding 
the counterblow caused by uneven ground.



TRK MAN is the fi rst in the SMP4BIKE SVT range (SMP Vacuum Tech). Experience gained in creating the 

superior SMP4BIKE range has enabled us to make this seat for use on the “everyday” bicycle.

TRK MAN is the ideal choice for Sport, City Trekking or City Touring bikes. The extremely comfortable padding 

gives the seat maximum comfort, designed for use without the classic padded shorts. The patented features 

by Selle SMP such as the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised rear 

make these models extremely comfortable. Recommended for City Trekking and City Touring bike models. 

Technical data
Weight: 395 g 

Dimensions: 280 x 160 mm

Padding: soft polyurethane

Body: Polypropylene copolymer

Covering: SVT (SMP Vacuum Tech)

Frame:  in steel 

Recommended for:
Road Race

City Trekking

City Touring

MTB

Home trainer/Spinning

✗
✗

ManMan



Covered padded

yellow
red

blue white
green

MB brownblack



TRK LADY lets all female cyclists best appreciate the “everyday” bicycle thanks to greater padding in crucial 

points.

TRK LADY is the ideal choice for Sport, City Trekking or City Touring bikes. The extremely comfortable padding 

gives the seat maximum comfort, designed for use without the classic padded shorts. The patented features 

by Selle SMP such as the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised rear 

make these models extremely comfortable. Recommended for City Trekking and City Touring bike models.  

Technical data

Weight: 400 g 

Dimensions:  272 x 177 mm

Padding: soft polyurethane

Body: Polypropylene copolymer

Covering: SVT (SMP Vacuum Tech)

Frame:  in steel 

Recommended for:
Road Race

City Trekking

City Touring

MTB

Home trainer/Spinning

✗
✗

LadyLady



Covered padded

yellow
red

blue white
green

MB brownblack



EXTRA uses the body of the top versions from the SMP4BIKE range.

EXTRA is the perfect choice for the fi rst approach to the world of cycling in order to appreciate the comfort 

features of the SMP4BIKE series. Using padded riding shorts is advisable. The patented features by Selle SMP, 

such as the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised rear give these 

models an interesting aerodynamic touch. Recommended for Road/Road racing, Home trainer/Spinning.

Technical data
Weight: 395 g 

Dimensions: 275 x 140 mm

Padding: soft polyurethane

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: SVT (SMP Vacuum Tech)

Frame:  in steel 

Recommended for:

Road race

City Trekking

MTB

Home trainer/Spinning✗

✗



Covered padded

yellow
red

blue white
green

MB brownblack



HYBRID has the same characteristics of its sister Extra, but is combined with the more comfortable and 

resistant frame in AISI 304 stainless steel tube.

HYBRID is a must for those who want to use a MTB/ATB. Using padded riding shorts is advisable. The patented 

features by Selle SMP, such as the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the 

raised rear give these models an interesting aerodynamic touch. Recommended for MTB/ATB, Road/Road 

racing, Commuter, Single speed and Home trainer/Spinning.

Technical data
Weight: 300 g 

Dimensions: 275 x 140 mm

Padding: soft polyurethane

Body: Nylon 12 fi lled with carbon fi ber

Covering: SVT (SMP Vacuum Tech)

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Recommended for:

Road Race

City Trekking

MTB

Home trainer/Spinning

Commuter

Single Speed

✗

✗

✗

✗
✗



Covered padded

yellow
red

blue white
green

MB brownblack



MARTIN TOURING is the seat with X-Large dimensions to let everyone appreciate softness and comfort.

MARTIN TOURING, the Rolls Royce of all seats, since its launch, gives the advantage of superlative comfort 

that will accompany you for the entire ride. Designed for use without the classic padded shorts. The patented 

features by Selle SMP such as the completely free central channel, the original eagle-beak nose and the raised 

rear make these models extremely comfortable. Recommended for City Trekking and City Touring bikes.

Technical data
Weight: 600 g 

Dimensions: 255 x 218 mm

Padding: soft polyurethane

Body: Polypropylene copolymer

Covering: SVT (SMP Vacuum Tech)

Frame: in steel 

Recommended for:
Road Race

City Trekking

City Touring

MTB

Home trainer

✗
✗



Covered padded

yellow
red

blue white
green

MB brownblack



MARTIN FITNESS is the seat with XX-Large dimensions designed for fi tness but suited for those who want 

maximum comfort.

MARTIN FITNESS, like its younger sister Touring, off ers superlative comfort for those who want a bigger 

model.

Perfect for pedaling at home or at the gym, making use pleasant. Designed for use without the classic 

padded shorts. The patented features by Selle SMP such as the completely free central channel, the original 

eagle-beak nose and the raised rear make these models extremely comfortable. Recommended for City 

Touring and Home trainer bikes. 

 

Technical data
Weight: 630 g 

Dimensions: 256 x 263 mm

Padding: soft polyurethane

Body: Polypropylene copolymer

Covering: SVT (SMP Vacuum Tech)

Frame: in steel 

Recommended for:
Road Race

City Trekking

City Touring

MTB

Home trainer✗

✗



Covered padded

giallo rosso blu biancoverde marrone MBnero



N

E-BIKE Medium is the extra-large saddle that everyone loves for its softness and comfort.

With E-BIKE Medium on your electric bike, you will be really comfortable no matter where you go.

The patented features of SMP Saddles, such as the central hole, the original eagle’s beak shape and raised rear 

section, guarantee excellent comfort on all these models. 

Recommended for electric bikes

Technical data

Weight: 600 g 

Dimensions:  255 x 218 mm

Padding: soft polyurethane

Body: Polypropylene copolymer

Covering: SVT (SMP Vacuum Tech)

Frame: in steel 

Recommended for:
Road Race

City Trekking

City Touring

MTB

Home trainer/Spinning

Electric bikes✗



NEW

Covered padded

yellow red blue whitegreen MB brown
black



N

E-BIKE Large is the XXL saddle that is ideal if you want a really comfortable ride.

With E-BIKE Large on your bike, you can go anywhere in amazing comfort.

The patented features of SMP Saddles, such as the central hole, the original eagle’s beak shape and raised rear 

section, guarantee excellent comfort on all these models. 

Recommended for electric bikes.

Technical data
Weight: 630 g 

Dimensions: 256 x 263 mm

Padding: soft polyurethane

Body: Polypropylene copolymer

Covering: SVT (SMP Vacuum Tech)

Frame: in steel 

Recommended for:
Road Race

City Trekking

City Touring

MTB

Home trainer/Spinning

Electric bikes✗



NEW

Covered padded

yellow red
blue whitegreen MB brownblack



N

HELL Junior saddle was missing from the range of SVT products, and now children can also appreciate the 

splendid features and comfort of the SMP4BIKE series.

It is advisable to wear padded shorts.

The patented features of SMP Saddles, such as the central hole, the original eagle’s beak shape and raised rear 

section, guarantee excellent comfort on all these models. 

Recommended for MTB and road bikes.

Technical data
Weight: 225 gr 

Dimensions: 234  x 130 mm

Padding: soft polyurethane

Body: Polypropylene copolymer

Covering: SVT (SMP Vacuum Tech)

Frame: AISI 304 stainless steel tube

Recommended for:
Road Race

City Trekking

City Touring

MTB

Home trainer/Spinning

✗

✗



Covered padded

NEW

yellow red
blue whitegreen MB brownblack



S M P  I N  T H E  R U N N I N G





Amore & Vita Conad
Gruppo Sportivo Forestale 
Veloclub De Roubaix
Ora Hotels Carrera
Amici Pro Cycling Srl
Asd Club Zaina Biciclette
Asd Della Bona Costruzioni
Asd Fiordifrutta GFM 2002 Selle SMP
Asd Garda Sport 
Asd Gruppo Sportivo Dynamic
Asd Integra 04 
Asd La Torre Brondello
Asd Novese Fausto Coppi
Asd PB Cycling / Ivano Pizzi
Asd Pedale Verbanese Delta
Asd Race Cycling / Stevens
Asd Sc La Pujese 
Asd Team 999 Caff è Mokambo
Asd Team Bosco di Orsago
Asd Vc Vaiano
Asd vecchia Fontana
Belinda Goss
Cameron Brown 
Ciclistica Sestese
Cs Libertas Scorzè
Csi Ju Sport Asd
Dsl Sport snc
Eurobike
Gielle Trade
GP Triathlon  
Gs Freetime
Gs Giorgione Ozierese
Gs Guadense Rotogal
Gs Sorgente Pradipozzo 
Italia Sport Team
Jam’s Bike Team Buja
L’echappeè Ass. Course
Nicola Ceccon
PA Events
Progetto Ciclismo Evoteam
Regina Schleicher 
Sc Etruria Team 
Simone Temperato
Team Orobica
Team Pedale del Frignano
Team Scout
Uc Mogliano 85
Unione Cicl. Giorgione Aliseo
Valter Bogar Es Tarsa (Bringland)
Vc Marostica





Central opening: smp4bike news
Your physiological needs can fi nally be conveniently satisfi ed without all the stress due to undressing. The central channel of the 

Smp4bike range has enabled putting an innovative pair of shorts with a zipper in the lower part.

The zipper does not rub against the seat and does not press on intimate body parts: you do not even realize it is there until you 

need it…

Fabric: Performer
It is a stretch, breathable, resistant fabric that is easy to maintain and very comfortable.

These characteristics give cyclists the right protection, comfort and wellness.

Bottom: SmpTech
The fruit of combining various materials, SmpTech is the new seamless bottom. This lets the cyclist diversify and better distribute his 

or her weight on the seat. The central part of the bottom is divided into two parts, with higher density padding. The latter, joined 

and then perforated, increases breathability and the passage of heat toward the outside. 

Comfortable even after many washings, its performance remains unaltered. 

C L O T H I N G

?

NO NO YES! IT’S 4 BIKEYES! IT’S 4 BIKE





M A I N T E N A N C E

LeatherProtector
The Leather Protector cleaning wipe is the natural ally of leather seats.

Leather Protector improves resistance to friction and protects leather by 

forming an invisible breathable barrier that makes it resistant to water, oil, 

proteins and alcohol stains.

The surface becomes easier to clean, therefore increasing seat duration.

It is easy to use: after cleaning the seat, just rub it with Leather Protector.

Then the leather can be polished with a dry cloth.

It is suitable for all leathers, except nabuck and suedes.

Leather Protector is part of the smp4bike range.
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